
ISOPERIMETRIC PROBLEMS IN THE CALCULUS OF 
VARIATIONS 
WILLIAM KARUSH 

1. Introduction. We are concerned with establishing sufficiency theorems 
for minima of simple integrals of the parametric type in a class of curves with 
variable end points and satisfying isoperimetric side conditions. The results 
which are obtained involve no explicit assumptions of normality. Such results 
can be derived by transforming our problem to a problem of Bolza and using 
the latest developments in the theory of that problem. More recently [6] an 
indirect method of proof has been published. Our object is to present a direct 
method of proof without transformation of the problem which is based upon a 
generalization of the classical theory of fields. 

We treat first the case of no isoperimetric side conditions. The main theorem 
to be proved for this problem is Theorem 2.2, appearing at the end of §2. The 
proof is based upon a theory of fields which is an extension of the theory of 
fields for fixed end points, and was suggested by a similar treatment for a prob
lem in non-parametric form [S]. 

The isoperimetric problem is formulated in §6, where the main result of the 
paper, Theorem 6.1, is stated. The proof of this theorem makes use of a family 
of broken extremals whose properties are described in §7. The results of §7 
are extensions of those of Birkhoff and Hestenes [1]. The proof of Theorem 6.1 
is completed first for the so-called strongly normal case; in §9 it is shown how 
the normality assumption may be lifted [cf. 2].The final §10 is devoted to 
several corollaries of Theorem 6.1. 

2. The non-isoperimetric problem. In the present section we formulate 
precisely the non-isoperimetric problem of the calculus of variations and we 
shall study first, and state, some standard definitions and properties.1 

The function to be minimized will be taken to have the form 

(2.1) 1(C) = g(a) + 
t, 

f(a, y, y)dt> 

and is defined over a class of admissible parametric arcs C of the form 

(2.2) an,yi(t) (h - 1,2, . . . ,r; i - 1,2, . . . ,»; h < / < h) 

in <ry-space, satisfying a set of end conditions 

(2.3) yt(tt) = yu(a) (s = 1,2). 

Received August 29, 1950. 
throughout this paper we shall use many of the standard results found in reference [3]. 
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It is understood that the ah are constants independent of /. We denote the 
derivative of yi{t) by y' i(t). The functions g,f,yi$ are assumed to be of class 
C4 in a region 9Î of points (a, y, y'), a n d / is taken to be positively homogeneous 
of degree one. This region is assumed to have the property that if the element 
(aJ y> y') is m 9? then2 y\yfi 9e 0 and (a, y, ky') is in dt for k > 0. An element in 
Sft is called admissible. By an admissible arc is meant a continuous arc having 
a representation3 (2.2) with the following properties: 

(1) ht2 can be partitioned into a finite number of (closed) sub-intervals on 
each of which the functions yi{t) are of class C"; 

(2) each element (a, y, y') of the arc is admissible. 
An admissible element is non-singular in case the matrix 

i if,'*»', 11 

has rank n — 1 at that element (from the homogeneity of / , this is the maxi
mum rank). Equivalently, an element is non-singular in case the determinant 

Uv'iv'h y'A 
I y * o I 

does not vanish. 
An extremal E is an admissible arc (2.2) of class C" which satisfies the Euler 

equations 

(2.4) /„ - J / , , = 0. 

Such an arc is a non-singular extremal in case each of its elements (a, y (/), y' (/)) 
is non-singular. It is well known [3, p. 108] that when a non-singular extremal 
is represented with arc length as parameter, then the functions (2.2) have the 
same class a s / , namely C4, in the present case. 

From standard existence theorems on differential equation one obtains the 
following result [3]. 

THEOREM 2.1. Every non-singular extremal E is a member of an (r + In)-
parameter family of extremals 

(2.5) ah, yi{t,afiyc) (A = 1,2, . . . ,r; i = 1,2, . . . , » ) 

for special values ah = ah^ bt = Z>t-o, ct = ci0, t\ < / < /2. The functions yi,y'i are 
defined and of class C" in a neighbourhood of the values (t, a,b, c) belonging to E, 
and satisfy the equation 

(2.6) y.r'i = 0. 

The determinant 

|r*&,-r*c-| 
2Here and elsewhere a repeated index indicates summation over that index. 
3For brevity we often refer to the representation (2.2) as the arc itself. 
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is different from zero along E. The parameters buCi may be taken to be the values of 
ji,yfi at a fixed value t = to on the interval ht2. Furthermore, there exists a neigh
bourhood $ of E in ay-space such that an extremal in 5 with end values (a, yi) 
and (a, y2) sufficiently close to the end values of Ë is an extremal of the family (2.5). 

Although the parameters b, c appearing above are not independent we prefer 
to leave them in the present form. 

An extremal E satisfies the transversality condition if, along E, the equation 

(2.8) dg + Uv'idynfi + f*»dahdt = 0 
J ti 

is an identity in dah. The expression in brackets denotes 

fv'i(p>y(t2)>y(t2))dyi2 - fv'M,y>(h),y(h))dyn, 

where summation over the repeated index i is understood as remarked earlier. 
The extremal E satisfies the Weierstrass condition \lN if, for every element 

(#> J y y') m a neighbourhood N of those on E, 

(2.9) E(a,y,y,Y) >0 

for every (Yf) ?£ (ky'), k > 0, such that a, y, Yf) is admissible. Here the function 
E is defined by 

E = f(a,y,Y') - Y'tf9.l(a,y,y). 

Using the homogeneity of / , this function may be expressed in other forms. One 
consequence of the homogeneity is that E = 0 whenever (F') = (ky'), k > 0. 

The extremal E satisfies the Clebsch condition if, along E, 

fy'iV'i<Ti<Tj > 0 

for all (a) 9^ (ky'), k arbitrary. The equality holds automatically for (a) = (ky'), 
k arbitrary. 

The second variation of / along an extremal E will be taken to be 
[i. 

(2.10) ^2(a,rj) = bhkahak + 2œ(t,a,rj,7j')dt 
J /i 

where 
(2.11a) bhk = gnic + Ify'tyukkll y 

(2.11b) 2co = fviViViVj + Zfviv'jViV'j + fv'iv'tf'M i + Vviatfith 

iak7!' iak ~h fahakahak* 

In the derivatives of/, g, and yu we understand that the arguments belong to E. 
Subscripts h, k on the latter two functions indicate differentiation with respect 
to ah,ak. The constants ah and the functions rji(t) are required to satisfy con
tinuity conditions like those for admissible arcs. The non-parametric arcs there
by defined in afy-space are called admissible variations. An admissible variation 
of the form (0,rj) with rjt(t) = w(t)y\(t) is a tangential variation. 
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The second variation 72 will be said to be positive along E if hi^y) > 0 
for every non-tangential variation which satisfies along E the end conditions 

(2.12) Vi(ts) = yithah (s = 1,2). 

From the homogeneity of / it may be proved that for a tangential variation 
satisfying (2.12), i.e., vanishing at the end points, the equality J2 = 0 holds. 

An accessory extremal is an admissible variation of class C" for which 

A 
dt 

(2.13) con< - ~ ay,. = 0. 

The accessory extremal is special [4] in case y* V \ = constant, i.e., 

(2.14) y'rt" i + y" M'i = 0. 

It may be shown that if w(t) is an arbitrary function of class C then the varia
tion (0, wy') is a solution of (2.13). 

Let PZPA be points on the extremal E defined by parametric values h 9e t±. 
We say that PA is conjugate to P 3 if there exists a special accessory extremal of 
the form (0,rj) which vanishes at h and /4 but is not identically zero between 
these values. 

Two special accessory extremals (0,77) and 0,u) are conjugate in case 

(2.15) i7iay,(0,w,w') = t^ay. (0,17,17'). 

A set of special accessory extremals form a conjugate system in case every pair 
of the set is conjugate. Two such extremals are conjugate if and only if (2.15) 
holds at one point of the interval; this is a consequence of the well-known fact 
that the two members of the equation always differ by a constant for special 
accessory extremals. 

Our first objective is to establish the following sufficiency theorem. 

THEOREM 2.2 If a non-singular extremal E which does not intersect itself satis-
fies the end conditions (2.3), the transversality condition (2.8), the Weierstrass 
condition 11^, and is such that the second variation of I along E is positive, then 
there exists a neighbourhood g of E in ay-space such that 1(C) > 1(E) for every 
admissible arc C in § satisfying (2.3) and not identical with E. 

3. Mayer fields. We present in this section a theory of fields which is a 
generalization of the theory of fields for the fixed end point case. Our results 
here will assume that a given extremal E is already imbedded in a field ; in the 
next section we shall show how this imbedding may be carried out. 

By a Mayer field we shall mean a region g in ay-space and a set of slope func
tions pi(a,y) (i — 1, 2 , . . . , n) of class C" on % with the following properties. 
For every (a, y) in % the element (a, y, p (a, y)) is admissible, and the Hilbert 
integral 

(3.1) I*(Q = g(a) + 
t» 

y,ifV'i(a1yyp)dt 

is independent of the path in % in the sense that I* has the same value for any 
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two admissible arcs in $ with the same end points (a, yx) and (a, y 2)- Notice that 
if g forms a field with pt(af y) then this region forms a field with k(a, y)pi(a1 y) 
for an arbitrary function k (a, y) > 0 of class C". 

For an admissible arc C in g, 

(3.2) 7(C) - 7*(C) = E(a,y,p,y')dt. 

An arc which has a representation (2.2) that satisfies y't = pi(a,y) will be 
called an extremal of the field. The following results are standard. An extremal of 
a field is an extremal in the sense of satisfying the Euler equations; through 
each element (a, y) there passes one and only one extremal of a field; for an 
extremal of a field, I*(E) = 1(E). 

THEOREM 3.1. Let E be an extremal of a field % which satisfies the end conditions 
(2.3). Suppose that for each (a, y) in g, 

E(a1yip(a1y)1y) > 0 

whenever (a,y,yf) is admissible and (y') 7e (kp)yk > 0. Suppose also that 
I*(C) > I*(E) for every admissible C in g satisfying (2.3), the equality holding 
if and only if C and E have the same components ah. Then 1(C) > 1(E) for every 
admissible C in g satisfying (2.3) and not identical with E. 

For, from (3.2), 1(C) > I*(C) > I*(E) = 1(E) for C as in the theorem. 
Suppose 1(C) = 1(E). Then the right side of (3.2) is zero, and from the assump
tion on E it follows that y''t(t) = k(t)pi(a,y) with k(t) > 0. Introducing the 
parameter 

k(t)dt, 

one readily verifies that C is an extremal of the field. From I*(C) = I*(E) it 
follows by assumption that C and E have the same components (a) and hence 
the same end points. Since a unique extremal of a field passes through a point 
we conclude that C and E are identical. 

The last theorem suggests the problem of minimizing I*. Our next theorem 
deals with that problem. But first we compute the second variation I* (a, rj) of 
I* along E. It is 

* f1' 
(3.3) l2(a1rj) = bhkahak + 2 [co + (rjf

t — fl-j)a>,'J<ft, 
J tx 

where 
Tti(t,atf) = piahdh + PiViVj » 

and the remaining symbols are defined by (2.11); the arguments in co and its 
derivatives are (t, a, 77, T). 

THEOREM 3.2. Let E be an extremal of a field which satisfies the transversality 
conditions (2.8) and end conditions (2.3). Suppose I\ (a, rj) > Ofor every admissible 
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variation with (a) ^ (0) which satisfies the end conditions (2.12). Then there exists 
a neighbourhood % of E in ay space such that for every admissible C in g satisfying 
(2.3) we have I*(C) > I*(E), the equality holding if and only if C and E have the 
same components ah. 

For the proof we may assume that ah = 0 for E. Let ahklrjik(t) (k = 1, 2, . . . ,r) 
be r admissible variations of class C" satisfying (2.12), ahk = ôhk (Kronecker 
delta). Let 

Yi(t,a) = yt(t) + yikVk, 

*«.(«) = ^iM^IA^ (, = li2)f 
H — t\ 

where yt(t) belongs to E. Define an r-parameter family of admissible arcs: 

(3.4) ah,yt(t,a) = Yt(tfa) + ha(a)(t2 - t) + hi2(a)(t - h). 

This family satisfies (2.3) and contains E for (a) = (0). Let I*(a) be the value 
of I* along (3.4). By direct calculation and the Euler equations (2.4) we find 
that at a = 0, 

dl* = dg+ {fv'idytsfi + 

d'l* = J? (a,*) 

fahdandt, 

where a„ = dah, t)i = rjucdak. Hence dl* = 0, d2I* > 0 for (da) 9^ (0), and I* (a) 
has a proper relative minimum at (a) = (0). Therefore I* (a) > I*(0) = I*(E) 
for (a) 7* (0) in a neighbourhood 21 of (0). Take 21 so small that the arcs (3.4) 
lie in the given field. Define $ to be all (a, y) of the field whose projections (a) 
lie in 21. Consider any admissible C in % which satisfies (2.3). The components 
(a) of C determine an arc of the family (3.4) with the same end points as C. 
From the invariance of /*, I*(C) = I* (a) > /* (£) , the equality holding in 
case C and E have the same (a). 

The next theorem deals with a Mayer field for the second variation 72. Since 
I2 is non-parametric, to describe a field for this integral requires a slight modifica
tion of the definition of a field already given. For the second variation the slope 
functions T* of the field are functions of (t, a, rj) and the invariant integral has 
the form (3.3). With this in mind we state the next theorem; we omit the proof 
which is similar to that found in [5, p. 316]. 

THEOREM 3.3 Let E be an extremal of a field which satisfies the end conditions 
(2.3). Then the set of points (t, a, rj) with h < t < t2 and (a, 77) arbitrary, and the 
slope functions 

iCi(t,a,ri) = piah^h + PiyjVj 

define an accessory Mayer field for the second variation I2 of I along E subject to 
the end conditions (2.12). The Hilbert integral for this accessory field is the integral 
I* given by (3.3). 
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4. Construction of a field. The main result of this section is Theorem 4.1 
in which we construct a Mayer field containing a given extremal E. We first 
establish four lemmas. Throughout the section we assume that E is represented 
with arc-length as parameter. Thus y'ty't = 1 and yt is of class C4. 

LEMMA 4.1. Let E be an extremal such that I2 > Ofor every admissible variation 
(0, rj) satisfying (2.12). Then E has on it no point conjugate to the initial point. 

Suppose PZJ corresponding to / = tz, is conjugate to the initial point Pi. 
Then there exists a special accessory extremal (0, rj) vanishing at h and tz but 
not identically on htz. Define (rj) as (rj) on t\t% and (0) on hh. Then 

^2(0,77) = [ViUrn + ?'<«,',]<# 
J ti 

Thus rji = wy't. Multiplying both sides of the last equation by yf
 t and summing 

we obtain w = t]^'t; thus w is of class C on txU. Hence we may differentiate 
with respect to / in the preceding equation for (rj). Doing this, multiplying by 
y't, and summing, we find w' = k = constant, by (2.14). Thus w = kt + /. 
Hence, since w vanishes at h and tz, it vanishes identically on tit$. The same 
then holds for (77), contrary to an earlier statement in the proof. 

LEMMA 4.2. Let E be a non-singular extremal which satisfies the end conditions 
(2.3). Suppose E has on it no point conjugate to the initial point. Then there exist 

functions bi(a),Ci(a) defined and of class C" in a neighbourhood of the value 
(a) = (ao) belonging to E such that when bifCi are replaced by bi(a),Ci(a) in (2.5) 
the resulting family of extremals 

(4.1) aH, yi(t,a) = yt(t, a, 6(a), c(a)) 

satisfies (2.3). Also bi(ao),Ci(ao) are the values (b0,Co) belonging to E. 

To establish this result we show first that the determinant 

Ly»/(*i) :y«c/(*i) 

\yib,(h) yic,(t2)\ 

is different from zero (the arguments not displayed belong to E). Assume the 
contrary. Then for some constant (r, s) 5̂  (0,0), the admissible variation 

an = 0, t]t = r/yibi + sjyiCi 

would vanish at h and t2. Furthermore this variation would be a special accessory 
extremal as one can verify by substituting (2.5) into (2.4) and (2.6) and differen
tiating. Since P 2 is not conjugate to P\ we would have 77< s 0, contrary to the 
fact that the determinant (2.7) is different from zero along E. Consider now the 
equations 

yn(fl) = yi(tua,b,c), 

yt2(a) = yt(h,a,b,c). 
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They have initial solutions (a, 6, c) = (a0, ôo, Co), and the functional determinant 
with respect to (b, c) does not vanish there. By the implicit function theorem 
the solutions bt =F bi(a), ct = c%(a) of these equations will then satisfy the 
conclusion of the theorem. 

LEMMA 4.3. Let E satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2. Then the admissible 
variations 

&hk = àhk, rfik(t) = yiak(t,ao) (k = 1,2, . . . ,r), 

derived from (4.1), form a set of r special accessory extremals which satisfy (2.12). 

For the proof we need only substitute the family (4.1) into equations (2.3), 
(2.4), and (2.6) and differentiate. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let E satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2. Then there exists a 
conjugate system 

a>hp = 0, uiP(t) (p = 1 , 2 , . . . , « - 1) 

of special accessory extremals which satisfy on t\h the conditions 

(4.2) \uip(t) yt(f)\ * 0, y'i(t)uip(t) = 0. 

For the proof let Pi and Pi be the left and right end points of E. By standard 
procedure we can show that there is a point Pz on the leftward extension of E 
which has no conjugate point [3, p. 123] between t\ and /2. Choose constants 
eip such that eipy'i(h) = 0 and |efP,;y'i(/3)| ^ 0. We can choose n — 1 special 
accessory extremals (0, up) with initial values uip(h) = 0, u'ip(tz) = eip, and the 
zeros t ?£ hoi the determinant in (4.2) will yield the points on £32 conjugate [4] 
to P3. Thus the first relation of (4.2) holds. The second relation of (4.2) holds 
because the left side is constant, by the definition of special accessory extremal, 
and this constant is zero by the choice of eip. 

We now proceed to the construction of a Mayer field containing E. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let E be a non-singular extremal which does not intersect itself 
and which satisfies the end conditions (2.3). Suppose E has on it no point conjugate 
to its initial point. Then there exists an (r + n — 1)-parameter family of extremals. 

(4.3) a», yi(t,a,e) (h = 1,2, . . . ,r; i = 1,2, . . . ,w) 

which satisfies the equation y' %yn i = 0 and which contains the family (4.1) for 
values ep = 0 (p = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 1). The functions yu y*\ are defined and of 
class C" in a neighbourhood of the values (/, a, e) belonging to E. Also, along E 
we have 

(4.4) ytah = rim yuv = uiP 

for the variations of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. The extremal E is an extremal of a Mayer 
field g with slope functions 

(4.5) Pi(a,y) = y i[t(a,y), a, e(a,;y)], 
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where t(a, y),e(a, y) are the unique solutions of class C" of the equations 

(4.6) yt = yt(t,a,e)t 

for (a, y) in g. 

In the proof we shall employ the functions and notations of Theorem 2.1 and 
the previous lemmas. Let 

Bt(a,e) = bt(a) + uip(t0)ep, 

Vip{t) = Wl'i(0,Up) = fy'iViUjp+fy'ty'jU'jp. 

Consider the equations 

(4.7) fy'i[a,B(a,c)9C\UiP(tQ) = fV'i[a,b{a),c{a)]uip{h) + vig(t0)uip(to)eq, 

CiCt = Ci(a)Ci(a). 

They have initial solutions (e, a, C) = (0, a, c(a)) for (a) in a neighbourhood of 
(ao). The functional determinant with respect to (C) at (e, a, C) = (0, a0, c0) 
equals 

(AO\ f)\A I iAPJ = fv'iV'iUip(to) (P = 1,2, . . . ,» ~ 1), 
(4.8) 2 H W | ^ = y A M ( j f e = 1 ) 2 s ) > 

Suppose this determinant were zero. Then there would exist constants mp, m 
not all zero such that 

mJv'iv'iUip + moy'j = 0. 

Multiplying by y'j and summing, m0 = 0. From non-singularity, mpuip = wy'i 
for some number w. From Lemma 4.4, mp = w = 0; contradiction. By continuity 
the functional determinant is different from zero for (e, a, C) = (0, a, c{a)) with 
(a) in a neighbourhood of (#0). We can then solve equations (4.7) for d = 
Ci{a, e), where these functions are defined and of class C" near (a0, 0) and 
have the value ct{a) for (e) = (0). 

The family extremals (4.3) will be shown to be 

0», yt(t,a,e) = y tit, a, 5(a,e), C(a,e)]. 

The first of equations (4.4) follows from Lemma 4.3 and the fact that for 
(e) = (0) this family is (4.1). To prove the second of equations (4.4), we note 
first by Theorem 2.1 that 

(4.9) yt(t0,a,e) = Bt{a,e) = b{a) + uip(t0)eP, 

y'i{h,a,e) = Ct(a,e). 

Setting Cf = C*(a, e) in equations (4.7), differentiating with respect to eQ, and 
setting (a, e) = (ao, 0) we obtain 

(fv'iVjBjeq + fy'iv'iCjeJUij, = ViqUip, CjCjeq = 0. 

With the help of (4.9) and the definition of vig these equations become 

fy'iV'iUip (CJep — U'jq) = 0, y'jCje, = 0. 
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The last equation and (4.2) imply that 

y'i(Cje, - wiq) = o. 

But the determinant (4.8) does not vanish. Hence 

Cje<1 — U'jq = 0. 

The last equation and differentiation of (4.9) yield 

yu9(to,ao,0) = uiP(t0), 

y ieP(to,a0fi) = CteMofi) = u'iP(h). 

By substituting (4.3) into (2.4) and (2.6) and differentiating with respect to 
ep we find that yiep (/, a0, 0) is a special accessory extremal with (a) = (0). But 
such an accessory extremal is uniquely determined by the values (77,77') at a 
single point. This establishes the second of equations (4.4). 

Next consider the equations (4.6). They have solutions (y, t, a, e) for the values 
belonging to E. Furthermore, no two such distinct points have the same pro
jection (y, a), and the functional determinant along. £ with respect to (t, e) is 
the determinant (4.2). Hence solutions t = t(a,y), ep = ep(a9y) exist, defined 
and of class C" in a neighbourhood g of the values (a, y) belonging to E. There
fore the slope functions (4.5) are well defined and E is an extremal of the field %. 
It remains to show the invariance of the Hilbert integral. On the hypersurface 
ah = constant, yt = y<(/o» a, e) this integral becomes 

fv'Aa, (h,a,e), ri}^a,e)\yUv{hA^)àev 

= |/y',-[a» B{a,e), C(a,e)]uip(to)dep 

{fv'ifa b(a), c(a)]uip(to) + viq(t0)uip(t0)eq}dep 

d[fy>uipep + ^VitUipefa], 

by use of (4.7) and (2.15). From the invariance on the hypersurface follows 
[3, p. 126] the invariance in g. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let E be a non-singular extremal which does not intersect itself 
and which satisfies the end conditions (2.3). Suppose that the second variation of I 
along E is positive. Let 

(4.10) iri(t,a,r)) = 77' ikak + W ipep + y"tT, 

where ep = ep(t,a,rj), r = T{t,&,-t)) are the unique solutions of the equations 

(4.11) rji = rjikak + uipep + y j . 
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Then the functions wt are the slope functions of the accessory Mayer field associated 
with the field % described in the preceding theorem. Furthermore, the invariant 
integral 1% of the accessory field satisfies the condition 1% (a, rj) > Qfor every admis
sible variation with (a) T^ (0) satisfying (2.12). 

Using Lemma 4.1 and Theorems 4.1 and 3.3 we obtain (4.10) as the slope 
functions of the accessory field, where 

€P — tpakak + Cpyflj, T = takak + tyiTJj. 

In the identity yt = yi[t{a, y), a, e(a, y)] replace (a, y) by (a, y) + b(a,ri), differen
tiate with respect to b, and set b = 0. The result is (4.11). To prove the last 
part of the theorem let (a, 77) be any admissible variation as described in the 
theorem. Then a, rj = akrjk has the same end points; from equations (4.11) and 
(4.10) this variation is an extremal of the accessory field. Therefore 

i l (a ,7 / ) = I*2(a,rj) = J2(a,7?) > 0. 

5. Proof of Theorem 2.2. We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.2. 
Imbed E in the field described in Theorem 4.1. From Theorem 4.2 the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Hence there exists a neighbourhood § of E with the 
properties described there. Pick a neighbourhood N of non-singular elements 
(#> Ji y') for which the Weierstrass condition holds. By a theorem of Hestenes 
and Reid [7] the strict inequality holds in the Weierstrass condition. Decrease 
the field if necessary so that the elements <z, y, p(a, y) all lie in N. Then the hypo
theses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and our proof is complete. 

For use in the study of the isoperimetric problem we shall need the following 
two theorems. 

THEOREM 5.1. Let E be a non-singular extremal which does not intersect itself 
and satisfies the end conditions (2.3). Suppose that E satisfies the Weierstrass 
condition IIN and has on it no point conjugate to its initial point. Then there exists 
afield % containing E as an extremal of the field such that the E-function is positive 
in %. Furthermore, if (a) is sufficiently close to the value (a0) belonging to E then 
there exists a unique extremal in $ with components ah which satisfies (2.3). This 
extremal is an extremal of the field. 

As in the preceding proof we select a neighbourhood in which the strengthened 
Weierstrass condition holds. From Theorem 4.1 we obtain a field g containing 
E with all its elements [a, y, p(a, y)] in N. This proves the first part of the 
theorem. To show the existence of an extremal for every value (a) we exhibit 
(a, y (t>afi)) of (4.3). Furthermore, this extremal is an extremal of the field 
described in Theorem 4.1. The uniqueness follows from the last statement of 
Theorem 2.1 and the proof of Lemma 4.2. 

The proof of the next theorem is like that of Theorem 3.1. 

THEOREM 5.2. Let E be an extremal of a Mayer field % at each point of which 
E[a>y> P(a>y)>y'] > 0 for (y') 7e (kp), k > 0, with (a, y, y') admissible. Then 
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1(C) > 1(E) for every admissible arc C in % with the same end values (a, ys) as E, 
the equality holding only in case C is identical with E. 

6. The isoperimetric problem. We turn now to the problem of minimizing 
the function Jof (2.1) in the class of admissible arcs (2.2) which satisfy conditions 

(6.1a) yt(ts) = yu(a) (s = 1,2), 

(6.1b) IV(C) = gp(a) + fp(a,y,y)dt = 0 (p = 1,2, . . . ,m). 

This problem differs from the earlier one in the adjunction of the isoperimetric 
side conditions (6.1b). We shall assume that the functions / , fP are positively 
homogeneous of degree one in the variables y' t and that the functions appearing 
above have the same continuity properties that were assumed earlier. 

Associated with this problem is an integral, 

(6.2) J(C,l) = G(a}l) + F(a1lj1y
f)dti 

where G (a, /) = g(a) + lvgv(a), F (a, I, y, yf) = / (a , y, yf) + lpfp(a, y, y') and the 
/'s are constants. We shall employ the function (6.2) to relate the theory of the 
previous pages to the present case. 

By an isoperimetric extremal E will be meant an admissible arc (2.2) of class C" 
together with a set of constant multipliers lv (p — 1, 2, . . . , m) which satisfies 
the Euler-Lagrange equations 

(6.3) F„ - J Frt = 0. 

The conditions of non-singularity and transversality, and the Weierstrass 
and Clebsch conditions are, with a minor exception, identical with those of §2 
provided that in the earlier definitions the functions / , g are replaced by F, G. 
The exception concerns the Weierstrass condition 11^. This should be slightly 
reworded as follows: for every element (a, /, y, yf) in a neighbourhood N of those 
belonging to the arc E, E(a1l1y1y

,
1 Y') >-0 for (Y') ?± (kyf), k > 0, with 

(a, y, Yf) admissible. 
The second variation I2 of / along E is given by (2.10) where the left sides of 

equations (2.11) are understood now to be defined by the right sides wi th / , g 
replaced by F, G. We retain the same notations for the left sides. We shall say 
that 12 is positive in case /2(a, rj) > 0 for every non-tangential admissible 
variation which satisfies along E the conditions 

(6.4a) 7}i(ts) = yishah (s = 1,2), 

up(t,aMM')dt (p = 1,2, . . . ,w), 
>P 

(6.4b) IPi(a,r)) = gphdh + 

where 

Up — fpahah + fpyiVi + fpy'iV'i-
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By an isoperimetric accessory extremal will be meant an admissible variation 
(a, rj) of class C" together with constant multipliers \p which satisfies the acces
sory differential equations 

(6.5) Q„ - Jo,,, = 0, 

where Q(t, a, X, t\, rj') = co + Xpcop. An isoperimetric accessory extremal which 
satisfies (2.14) will be called special. 

Consider an isoperimetric extremal E with multipliers lp. We shall say that t± 
defines a point P\ conjugate to a point Pz on E relative to the function J(C, I) 
of (6.2) in case there exists a special isoperimetric accessory extremal with 
(a) = 0,(X) = 0 which vanishes at t% and t± but is not identically zero on 23/4. 

Our main objective is the sufficiency theorem below. Notice that there are 
no normality restrictions in this result. Our method of proof will consist of 
proving the theorem under the assumption of i 'strong normality" and then 
showing how this restriction may be dropped. 

THEOREM 6.1. If a non-singular isoperimetric extremal E0 which does not 
intersect itself satisfies the conditions (6.1), the transversality condition, the Weier-
strass condition \lN, and is such that the second variation of I along E0 is positive, 
then there exists a neighbourhood % of E in ay-space such that 1(C) > I(E0) for 
every admissible arc C in % satisfying (6.1) but not identical with E0. 

7. A generalization of the Hahn lemma. We first establish the usual type 
of Hahn lemma. 

THEOREM 7.1. Let E0: (a0, yo(t)) be a non-singular isoperimetric extremal with 
multipliers (/o) which does not intersect itself. Suppose Eo satisfies the Weierstrass 
condition I I N and Eo has on it no point conjugate to its initial point relative to 
J(C, /o). Then there exist neighbourhoods g ofEo in ay-space and 2 of the multipliers 
(lo) such that for every pair of points in % sufficiently close to the initial and terminal 
points respectively of Eo, and every set of multipliers in 2 there is a unique isoperi
metric extremal E% in % with these end points and multipliers. Furthermore, 
J(C, I) > J(Eh I) for every admissible arc C in g joining the end points of Ei but 
not identical with it. Also, for every sub-arc Ét of Ei we have J(C, I) > J(Ëh I) 
for every admissible arc C in $ joining the end points of Ëi but not identical with it. 

To make the proof consider the problem of minimizing the function (6.2) in 
the class of admissible arcs 

<*h, lP,ya,yi2, yt(t) 

which satisfy end conditions of the form 

yi(ts) = yis. 

This is a non-isoperimetric problem with the constants ah replaced by ah, lv,yu. 
For this problem the arc defined by the values belonging to Eo satisfies the 
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hypotheses of Theorem 5.1. The conclusions of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 appropri
ately interpreted yield the desired result. 

Consider now an arc E0 satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 with the 
exception of the assumption on conjugate points. We proceed to make the 
following geometric construction for such an arc. It is a standard result in the 
calculus of variations that there exists a positive constant d so small that no 
sub-arc of E0 of length not exceeding d has on it a pair of conjugate points rela
tive to J(Cj /o). Let <2o, Qi, . . . , Qq+i be successive points on E0 such that the 
arcs QjQj+z do not exceed d in length. We may suppose that the points Ço and 
Qq+i lie respectively on the leftward and rightward extensions of the arc E0, 
and that the initial point P i of E0 lies between Q0 and Qi while the terminal 
point P2 lies between Qq and QQ+i. Through the points Qj pass hyperplanes 
7T7 cutting Eo orthogonally. By Theorem 7.1 we can select a neighbourhood $" 
of Eo and £' of (/o) such that, for every pair of points Rj, Rj+z with the same 
components (a) on -K\ TTM sufficiently close to Qjy Qj+z respectively and every 
(/) in ?', there is a unique isoperimetric extremal E in %" with multipliers (/) 
and end points Rjt Rj+z which affords J(C> I) a proper minimum relative to 
admissible arcs C in g " joining the points Rjy Rj+z and not crossing the manifolds 
TT}, 7T>+3. Let g ' be a neighbourhood of E0 contained in g", and £ a neighbourhood 
of (/o) contained in S' such that every pair of points Rj, Rj+i in § ' with the same 
components (a) and lying on TJ, wi+1 respectively determines together with a 
set (/) in ? an isoperimetric extremal E in g " with end points on irj~\ irj+2 

and multipliers (I) such that E has the following property : the arc E intersects 
each of TT\ wj+1 exactly once, at the points Rjt Rj+i. Thus the segment Ej of E 
between these points does not cross 7rj, iri+1. Also, by Theorern 7.1, Ej will 
afford J(C, I) a proper minimum relative to admissible arcs C in gf" joining the 
points Rj, Rj+i and not crossing TT^-1, W3+2. Let iro be the end manifold in ay-
space determined by ah = ah, yt = yu{à) for 5 = 1 and 71-5+1 the manifold for 
5 = 2. Let TJ denote irj' (j = 1, 2, . . . , q). Then we may require that the neigh
bourhoods g ' and 2 also satisfy the following condition : for every pair of points 
Ro, Ri in g ' with the same components (a) and lying on 7ro, XI respectively 
and every (/) in 2 there is an isoperimetric extremal in g " with multipliers (/) 
and end points Po, Ri which does not cross TI and affords J(C, /) a proper 
minimum relative to admissible arcs C in g " joining R0, Ri but not crossing -K\. 
A similar result holds for points Rqi RQ+i in g r on irQ, TQ+I. Finally, we may 
restrict g ' to include no points of $" to the left of TT° or to the right of 7r9+1. 
We are now in a position to state the following important result. 

THEOREM 7.2. Let E0 be a non-singular isoperimetric extremal which does not 
intersect itself and satisfies the Weierstrass condition IIN. Let the neighbourhoods 
5", S', 8 and the manifolds TJ be defined as in the above paragraph. Then every 
pair of points RJt Rj+i in $' with the same components ah and lying on the mani
folds wj, Tj+i respectively determines together with a set of multipliers lv in 8 a 
unique isoperimetric extremal Ej in g " with these end points and multipliers such 
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that J(C, I) > J(Ejr I) for every admissible arc C in %' joining the end points of Ej 
and not identical with Ej. 

It remains only to prove the asserted inequality. Let C be an admissible arc 
in g' joining the end points of Ej. If C does not cross the hyperplanes 7r̂ , irj+l 

then, by our earlier discussion, J(C, I) > J(Ejf I) unless C = Ej. Suppose C 
crosses irj. Let7rA;~1be the first hyperplane on the left which C does not cross. As 
the point P moves along C from Rj to Rj+i it will intersect wk at a first point 
Rk and will subsequently reach irk+1 at a first point Rk+i. Let C be the segment 
of C between Rk and Rk+i and let E be the isoperimetric extremal between 7r*and 
irk+1 determined by Rk} Rk+i and the multipliers lp. Then J(C> I) > J(E, /), 
the strict inequality holding because the arc C is not identical with E (since C 
actually crosses irk). We replace the sub-arc C of C by E to obtain a new 
arc C\ joining the end points of C for which J(C, I) > J(Ci, /). The arc C\ 
may be in %" but it crosses the hyperplanes at points in g'. If the new arc 
C\ still crosses the hyperplane irk we apply our lopping-off process to it. From 
the finite length of the arc C in a finite number of steps we can replace the 
original arc Cby an arc Ck which does not cross x7cand for which J(C, I) > J(Ck, I). 
In a similar fashion we obtain an arc Ck+\ which does not cross 7rfc+1 and, finally, 
an arc Ci which does not cross irj and satisfies the inequality J(C, I) > J(C2, I). 
Proceeding in an analogous manner to the right of the hyperplane irj+l we event
ually obtain an admissable arc Cz in %" which joins the end points of Ej and 
does not cross irJ, irj+1. Hence 

J(C,l) > J(C*,l) > J(EJ}1) 
and the proof is complete. 

By an argument like that above we can establish the following extension of 
Theorem 7.1. 

THEOREM 7.3. Let E0 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2 with multipliers 
(/0). Suppose EQ is a sub-arc of EQ which has on it no pairs of conjugate points. 
Then there exists a neighbourhood g of E0 in ay-space and a neighbourhood S of 
(/o) such that every pair of points (a, yi) and (a, y2) sufficiently close to the initial 
and terminal points respectively of ÊQ and every set lv in ? determine a unique 
isoperimetric extremal with these end points and multipliers which affords the 
function J(C, I) a proper minimum relative to admissible arcs joining its end points 
and lying in %. 

8. Proof of Theorem 6.1 in the strongly normal case. We introduce at this 
point the notion of normality. We shall say that an isoperimetric extremal E is 
normal relative to the isoperimetric conditions (6.1b) if there do not exist con
stants cp not all zero such that the following equations hold along E. 

(8.1) cp\fpvi ~~ Jjfpv'i) ~ 0> 

Cp\d&p + \fpv'Ayis]\ + I fahdahdt) = 0. 
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In other words, E is normal in case E is not an extremal satisfying the trans-
versality condition for an integral of the form 

(8.2) cpIp = cpgp(a) + Cpfpdt. 

We shall say that E is strongly normal relative to the isoperimetric conditions 
(6.1b) if there do not exist constants cp not all zero such that the first of equa
tions (8.1) holds or, equivalently, the arc E is not an extremal for a function 
(8.2). Obviously strong normality implies normality. Equations (8.1) are equi
valent to the condition that the first variation 

(8.3) Cplpiiatf) 

of (8.2) along E vanishes for all admissible variations satisfying (6.4a). Similarly, 
the first equation (8.1) is equivalent to the vanishing of (8.3) for all such varia
tions with (a) = (0). 

In the proof of Theorem 6.1 we shall make use of the following result. 

THEOREM 8.1. Let Eo be an arc, satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, which 
is strongly normal with respect to the isoperimetric conditions (6.1b). Let the neigh-
bourhoods %' and £ and the manifolds TTJ be defined as in Theorem 7.2. Then there 
exists a neighbourhood % of E0 contained in g ' such that for every succession of 
points R0, Ri, . . . , Rq, RQ+I in % with the same components ah and lying on 
successive manifolds TTQ, 7ri,.. . , 7rq, rq+i there is a set of multipliers 

lp = lP(Ro, . . . jRq+l) 

in 8 such that the broken isoperimetric extremal E determined by the points Rj and 
the multipliers lP by means of Theorem 7.2 satisfies conditions (6.1) and the inequality 
1(E) > I(Eo)1 the equality holding only in case E is identical with E0. 

If one accepts for the moment the truth of this theorem then the proof of 
Theorem 6.1 under the assumption of strong normality may be made as follows. 
Let % be the neighbourhood given in Theorem 8.1. Consider any admissible 
arc C in g satisfying the conditions (6.1). Let Ro, Rq+i be the initial and terminal 
points of C and let Rj (j' = 1, 2, . . . , q) be the last point at which the point P 
crosses the hyperplane TJ as P moves along C from its initial to its terminal 
point. Let E be the broken isoperimetric extremal of Theorem 6.1 determined 
by the points R0, . . . , Rq+i and the multipliers lp = lp (Ro, . . . , Rq+i). Denote 
by Cj the segment of C between Rj and -Ry+i, and by Ey the segments of E be
tween Rj and Rj+v Then by Theorems 7.2 and 8.1, and equations (6.1b) we 
obtain 

o < E[/(cy) - J(E3,i)\ = j(c,i) - J(E,I) 

= 1(C) - 1(E) < 1(C) - /(Eo), 

the equality holding only in case C is identical with E0. 
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Let us turn now to the proof of Theorem 8.1. Let 

h = So < Si < . . . < sq < Sff+i = t2 

be the parametric values which determine the points of intersection of £ 0 with 
the manifolds TTO, TI , . . . , 7rff+i. Let the equations of the hyperplanes TJ 
0 ' = l , 2 , . . . , ( z ) b e 

(8.4) an = ah, yt = &*,(ei,j,e2,i,. . . A-i, ;) (h = 1,2,. . . ,r; i = 1,2,.. . ,w) 

(7 not summed). Along E0 

(8.5) y<a(*o) = yn(ao), yip(sj) = ô ^ o ) , ytois^i) = 3>i2(a0). 

Also, we have the orthogonality conditions 

(k = 1,2, . . . ,n — 1; j not summed). (8.6) r - w j ^ - 0 (k 

Moreover, for each 7, the matrix 

1 3e*, 1 

has rank w — 1 at (ey) = (e^o). By means of Theorem 7.1 and its proof we can 
obtain the existence of an (h + nq + m) -parameter family of broken isoperi-
metric extremals 

(8.7) ah, yf = Yt{ty au . . . ,ah, on, . . . , bnq, h,.. . ,/m) 

with multipliers (/) which satisfies the following conditions. It contains E0 for 
values (a0, b0, /0), and h < / < t2. Except possibly at the corner points t = Sj 
(j= 1, 2, . . . , q) the functions Yi} Yit are of class C" in a neighbourhood of 
the values (/, a, b, I) belonging to E0. For fixed values (a, b, I) the corresponding 
arc of the family satisfies the end conditions (6.1a) and passes through the 
point (a, bj), for t = Sj (j = 1, 2, . . . , q). Finally, the identity 

(8.8) YitYttt = 0 

holds. Replacing the arguments in (8.7) by the functions of (8.4) we obtain a 
family 

(8.9) ah, yt = yt(t,a9e,l) 

of broken isoperimetric extremals with multipliers (/). This is the family deter
mined by a sequence of points R0,. . . , Rq+i on the manifolds TO, . . . , 7i>+i. 
Substitute (8.9) into (6.1b) to obtain 

(8.10) I,(a,e,l) = 0. 

Equations (8.10) have an initial solution (a0, e0, k) and the functions on the left 
are of class C". Assume for the moment that the functional determinant 

(8.11) 
dl£ 

dh 
ip,k - 1,2,... ,m) 
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is different from zero at the initial solution. Then (8.10) has unique solutions 
lp — lp(a, e) of class C" near (a, eo) with lp(a0, eo) = lp0. Let (a, e) define the 
sequence of points i?0, . . . , Rq+i- We shall show that the functions lp(R) of the 
theorem are the functions lP(a, e). 

The family 

(8.12) ah, yt(f, a, e) = yt[t, a, e, l(a,e)] 

with the indicated multipliers satisfy (6.1). It remains only to show that Eo 
affords / a proper minimum relative to arcs of (8.12). Consider the variation 
(da, hy(t)) where 

«y<(0 = y^(^o,e0)^ + ^ j ( ^ 0 , g o W 
oekj 

From the equations 

yi(s0,a,e) = y u W , y^s^a,*) = btj(ekJ), yi(s^.hatet) = y «(a) 

( j not summed) we obtain 
(8.13) 8y«(so) = ytv4ah, Sy^Sj) = ^rdekj, 8yi(sq+1) = yi2J4ah. 

These relations together with differentiation of the identity 

Jp(a, e) = Jp[a, 6, Z(a,e)] = 0 

yield that (da, By) satisfies (6.4) and has (ôy) s 0 only if dekj — 0 for all k,j. 
Suppose this variation is of the tangential form (0, wy'o). Then, by an argument 
like that used in the proof of Lemma 4.1, w(t) is linear on each sub-interval 
SjSj+i. But multiplying ôy^Sj) = w(sj)y

f
io(sj) by y'io(sj), summing, and employ

ing (8.6) and (8.13) we find 
w(sj) = 0 (j = 0,1, . . . ,q + 1). 

Hence w(t) s 0, (by) = 0, and finally (de) = 0. Therefore for (da, de) ^ (0,0) 
the variation (da, 8y) is not tangential and hence I2(da, ôy) > 0. Consider now 
the function J (a, e, U) obtained by evaluating the integral J(C, Jo) along (8.12). 
By computation we find that along E0 the relations 

Cu 
dJ = dG+ [Fv>tdyta]l + Fahdahdt = 0, 

J tx 

d2J = I2(da,ôy) > 0, 

for all (da, de) 9e (0,0). Hence for (a, e) near, but distinct from, (a0, eo) 

0 < J(a,e,l) — J(a0,eo,lo) = I(a,e) — I(E0) 

since IP(a, e) = 0. 
It remains to establish the non-vanishing of (8.11). Let 

8y(t) = yîk(t,ao,eoJo)dlk. 
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By differentiating the functions IP(a, e, I) we find 

(8.14) ^dlk= Ipl(0,ôy). 

Differentiation of the equations 

yt(s0,a,e,l) = ya(a)y yt(ej9a9e9l) = btJ(ej), yt(s^i9atefl) = yi2(a) 

yields (fryfo)) = (0) (J = 0, 1,. . . , q + 1). Substituting (8.9) into the Euler-
Lagrange equations (6.3), differentiating with respect to lk9 multiplying by dlk 

and summing we see that 

(8.15) co,, (0,o;y) - | ay, (0,Sy) + dlk[fkyi - J / * , , ) = 0. 

Suppose now that (8.11) is zero. Then there exist constants (dl) ^ 0 such that 
the left member of (8.14) vanishes. Hence (0, 8y) satisfies (6.4). This variation 
is not tangential; otherwise it would satisfy (2.13), which is impossible by (8.15) 
and our assumption of strong normality. Hence 72(0, ôy) > 0. But by (8.15) 

0 = J j [^{«,,(0,530 - 1^,(0,^)} + hi\dh\hyi -J-/*f*)}J* 

(biWvi + b'iUv'i) + dlkifjcyjyi + fky>i&y'i) -JI< 

= UQfiy) + dlkIkl(0,5»- £ 

- ftfai'tht + <H*f*v'ibi)W 
8i + 1d 

fafav'fiy* + dlijkv'Jyùdt 

= I2(0,5». 

This contradiction completes the proof. 

9. The general case. We shall establish the following result. 

THEOREM 9.1. Let Eo be an arc satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 for the 
function (2.1) with the side conditions (6.1). Then there exists a function 

(9.1) /(C) = g(a) + 
t> 

f(a,y,y)dt 

and a set of isoperimetric conditions 

(9.2) IT(C) = gr(a) + fr{a9y9y)dt (r = 1,2, . . . ,wi < m) 

such that Eo is strongly normal relative to the conditions (9.2) and satisfies the hypo
theses of Theorem 6.1 for the function (9.1) with end conditions (6.1a) and iso
perimetric conditions (9.2). Furthermore, if I(E0) is a proper strong relative mini
mum for the modified problem, I(E0) is a similar minimum for the original problem. 
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In view of the proof of Theorem 6.1 made in the last section under the assump
tion of strong normality, the above theorem establishes Theorem 6.1 in its 
original form. 

To prove the theorem let lp<J (<r = 1, 2, . . . , q < m) be a maximal set of linearly 
independent multipliers such that E0 is an extremal for each of the functions 
lp<rIP(C). Choose lpT so that the determinant \lp<f1 lpr\ does not vanish. Renumber 
the subscripts so that r = 1, 2, . . . , mi and (r = w i + l , . . . , w . Let 

h = hkv (P,p = 1,2, . . . ,m). 

Then in our proof (6.1b) may be replaced by the equivalent 

(9.3) IP(C) = 0 (p = 1,2, . . . ,m). 

(We represent the functions on the left in the form (6.1b) with bars over g and/.) 
Also, we may take the multipliers (/0) for E0 to be (0), by transforming from 
I to I + Ipolp. The conditions (9.3) fall into two sets, 

/ 9 4 N IT = 0 (r = 1,2, . . . ,wi), 

/<r = 0 (a = mi + It • • . ,w). 

The arc Eo is strongly normal for the first set while it is an extremal for each 
function in the second set. For an admissible variation satisfying (6.4a), 

Iai(atrj) = gffhah + (j\aho.h + hy^i + f<ry\V'i)dt 

= ÇahO-h + I I f<Takdt)ah + Uvy'iViYt't 

= L,(a), 

where La is a linear form in (a) with constant coefficients. 
With the aid of the following lemma we will be able to complete the proof of 

the theorem. 

LEMMA 9.1. There exists a positive constant c such that 

(9.5) /2(a,T?) + cL<r(a)J<ri(a,77) = I2 + cLaL0 

is positive for every admissible variation with (a) ^ (0) which satisfies (6.4a) and 

(9.6) In(o,i|) = 0 (r = 1,2, . . . ,wi). 

Granting this lemma, we see that 

1(C) = 1(C) + cL9(a - ao)L(C) 

satisfies Theorem 9.1 with the first set of conditions in (9.4). In particular, the 
second variation of I is (9.5), and to show its positiveness it is sufficient by 
Lemma 9.1 to consider only non-tangential admissible variations with (a) = (0) 
which satisfy (6.4a) and (9.6). For such a variation, 
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(9.7) îai(a,rj) = La(a) = 0. 

Thus, from the positivehess of 72 relative to (6.4a), (9.6), and (9.7) we deduce 
that (9.5) is positive. This completes the proof of Theorem 9.1. 

We turn to the proof of the lemma. For this we consider for a moment the 
linear differential equations 

(9.8) 

where £2 = co + XTooT, and 

y'ioW'i + ym' i = 0, 

^ T — frakah + JrviVi + fry'^'i-

From the non-singularity of E0 we can solve (9.8) for t\" u /*. The solutions have 
the form 

(9.9) t\"i = Aih(t)ah + BiT(t)\T + Cij^rjj + Dijfàri'j 

and n = /x(a, X, 77,77'). By multiplying the first equation (9.8) by yf
 i0, summing, 

and using the homogeneity properties of/, fT and the fact that EQ is an extremal 
for the function I we obtain /x = 0. It follows that the solutions c^, XT, r?i(0 of 
the differential equations (9.9) are precisely the speical accessory (isoperimetric) 
extremals. From well-known theorems on linear differential equations we obtain 
the existence of 2n + mi + r linearly independent solutions 

&h]> XT^, rjij(t) (j = 1,2, ...,2n + mi + r; h < t < t2) 

of (9.9). Substitute an arbitrary linear combination of these solutions into (9.6) 
to obtain Wi linear homogeneous equations in the coefficients Cj. There will be 
at least 2n + r linearly independent solutions Cj of these equations and the 
correspondingly linearly independent solutions 

(9.10) ahQ1 XT„ rjig{t) (q = 1,2, . . . ,2n + r) 

of (9.8) will satisfy (9.6). We show that the determinant 

(9.11) | i „ ( / i ) | 

Viq(h) 

does not vanish. Notice that the first equation (9.8) with /x = 0 may be written 

(9.12) "Vi - -jpV< + *r(/ry« dt -J**) = o. 

Suppose now that the determinant is zero. There exist constants cq, not all 
zero, such that the special accessory extremal (0, rj) = (cqaq, cQrjg) with multi-
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pliers (X) = (cQ\Q) satisfies (9.6) and vanishes at the end points. This variation 
also satisfies (9.7). Since 

^2(0,rç)= (w„i?< + ay,rç'i)(ft 
J u 

u 
(o)Virjt + ay .77' i)dt + XT/ri(0,)7) 

ti 

u 

it follows that (0, 77) is a tangential variation. By an argument used earlier in 
the proof of Lemma 4.1 we find (77) == (0). But the variation satisfies (9.12). 
Therefore by the condition of strong normality for the first set of conditions 
(9.4), (X) = 0. This contradicts the independence of the solutions (9.10) and 
establishes the non-vanishing of (9.11). By taking appropriate linear combina
tions of the columns of the (9.11) we can obtain r linearly independent special 
accessory extremals 

(9.13) o t t , riik(t) (k = 1,2, . . . ,r) 

with ahjb = ftwtt rjik(ts) = yi8k, and multipliers \Tk. Clearly these variations 
satisfy (6.4a) and (9.6). 

Returning now to (9.5) we shall show that it is sufficient to prove the existence 
of a constant c such that (9.5) is positive for all linear combinations of (9.13) 
with (a) 9e (0). In fact we shall prove that for every variation satisfying (6.4a) 
and (9.6) there is a linear combination of (9.13) with the same components (a) 
which gives J2 a value not greater than that given by the original variation. It is 
convenient to introduce the following notation at this point. For any two ad
missible variations (a, 77), (a, 77) let 

("1. 

I2(a,T7;â,rj) = ghkahàk + (o>ahâh + ay 77* + ay ,77'*)<//, 
J u 

where the arguments in the derivatives of o> are (a, 77, 77'). I t is easy to verify 
that 12(0., 17; a, 77) = 12(0., 77), ^ ( a , Vi â, rj) — /2(â, 77; a, 77), and 12 is linear in each 
of its arguments (a, 77) and (â, 77). With this in mind let (â, rj) ^ (0,77) be an ad
missible variation satisfying (9.6) and (6.4a). Let (a, 77) be the linear combination 
àkahk, àkr)ik of the variations (9.13) and XT = a^X^. The variation (â — a, rj — rj) 
then has the form (0,77*) with 77* (h) = 77*̂ 2) = 0, and satisfies both (9.6) and 
(9.7). Hence J2(0,77*) > 0 (see remark following (2.12)). We observe that 

^2(0, 77*) = J2(â — a, 77 — 77; â — a, rj — 77) 

= J2(â, rj) — 2/2(â, 77; a, 77) + I2(a, 77) 
(9.14) 

J 2 ( 0 , 77*; a, 77) = J 2 ( a — a, rj — 77; a, 77) 

= I*(à, 77; a, 77) — J 2 (a , 77). 
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But 

J2(0, 77*; a, 77) = J (o)Virj% + «,/i?*')<ft 

(«,<i|î + ^iVf)dt + XTJTi(0, I;*) 

(a,,**, + QftiftW = [a^**]! ; = 0. 

Whence (9.14) yields 72(a, 97) = 72(â, 77; a, 17), and /2(0,77*) = 72(â, 77) — I2(a, 77). 
Therefore 0 < 72(â, 77) — /2(a, 77), as desired. 

Along the family of variations spanned by (9.13) the function I2 is a quad
ratic form Q(a) in the finite set of variables ah. The function Q(a) is positive for 
all (a) 7̂  (0) such that Lff(a) = 0. Our proof will be complete if we can show the 
existence of a constant c such that 

(9.15) Q(a) + cL„(a)M«) 

is positive for all (a) •* (0). It is sufficient to restrict ourselves to the unit sphere 

Ç . 2 - 1 ; 
we are to understand that all point sets are taken relative to this space. The 
points satisfying La = 0 form a closed set on which Q is positive. Hence there 
exists an open neighbourhood of this closed set on which Q is positive. On the 
complement of the neighbourhood LcL<r attains a positive minimum m, and \Q\ 
attains a maximum M. Let c be any number with c > M/m. Then c is the 
desired constant. 

10. Further sufficient conditions for a relative minimum. For the statement 
of the next two theorems we shall need the following definition. Anormed element 
(a, y, y') is one for which / < / , = 1. By a neighbourhood of the elements (a, yy yf) 
on an admissible arc E we will now understand a set of elements (a, y, y') whose 
normed elements lie in a neighbourhood of the normed elements belonging to E. 
We shall say that an isoperimetric extremal E satisfies the Weierstrass condition 
II if it satisfies the Weierstrass condition 11^ as defined in § 6 with the modifica
tion that the elements (a, /, yy y') are restricted to belong to E. The next result 
deals with sufficient conditions for a weak relative minimum. 

THEOREM 10.1. If a non-singular isoperimetric extremal E0 which does not 
intersect itself satisfies the conditions (6.1), the transversality condition, the Clebsch 
condition, and is such that the second variation of I along E0 is positive, then there 
exists a neighbourhood 9î0 in ayyf-space of the elements (a, y, y') belonging to E0 

such that 1(C) > I(E0) for every admissible arc C in R0 satisfying (6.1) but not 
identical with E0. 
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To prove the theorem we employ a standard result in the calculus of variations 
[3, pp. 110-111], which states that for a non-singular isoperimetric extremal E0 

satisfying the Clebsch condition there exists a neighbourhood 9î0 and a neigh
bourhood 8 such that E[a, ly> y\ Y'\ > 0 for (a, y, yf) and (a,y> Y') in $R0, and (/) 
in S. Then for this region 9î0 the arc E0 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 
and the theorem follows. 

THEOREM 10.2 Let the region dt of admissible elements consist of all sets (a, y, y') 
with (a, y) in an open set of ay-space and y\y'\ ^ 0. Then if a non-singular iso
perimetric extremal EQ which does not intersect itself satisfies the conditions (6.1), 
the transversality condition, the Weierstrass condition II, and is such that the second 
variation of I along E0 is positive, then there exists a neighbourhood % of E0 in 
ay-space such that 1(C) > I(Eo) for every admissible arc C in g satisfying (6.1) 
but not identical with JE0. 

The Weierstrass condition II and non-singularity imply that the Weierstrass 
and Clebsch conditions hold alone Eo with the strict inequality sign [7]. These 
conditions in turn imply, for a region of the type described in the theorem, that 
the Weierstrass condition 11^ holds [3, pp. 130-131]. Our theorem is then a 
consequence of Theorem 6.1. 
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